Abstract. It is known that positive definiteness is not enough for the multidimensional moment problem to be solved. We would like throw in to the garden of existing in this matter so far results one more, a result which takes into considerations the utmost possible truncations.
As we have already pointed out positive definiteness is not sufficient for a multisequence to be a moment one, neither in the case of real moment problem in more than one variable, nor for a complex one or any complex dimension; for the previous one we recommend the cult paper of Fuglede [5] , for the second mentioned [8] can be regarded as a source of information. Replacing it by solvability of a kind of truncations we gain necessary and sufficient conditions for the moment problem to be settled. It is worthy to say that truncations in the multivariable development have been considered from diverse points of view; let us have [3] , [4] , [7] , [16] or [17] as a choice of references.
1. Let M(X) stand for the space of all regular complex Borel measures on a locally compact space X and let M a (X) be the collection of all positive measures in M(X) such that µ(X) = a. Consider M(X) with the σ(M(X), C b (X)) topology 1 , where C b (X) is the Banach space of continuous and bounded functions on X with the 'sup' norm; the topology is determined by the duality
One of the pleasant features of the σ(M(X), C b (X)) topology is that M a (X) is stable under the closure, another is that it coincides on M a (X) with the * -weak topology.
Let Ξ be a linear space with a seminorm p. Set
where M ξ = M(X) for every ξ ∈ Ξ. Endow M Ξ with the Tychonoff topology based on that of M(X).
The following selection result is in 2 [11] .
Theorem 1. Let M ⊂ M Ξ be a nonempty set and let p be a seminorm satisfying the parellelogram low
Then there is {µ ξ } ξ ∈ cloconv(M) such that
Consequently, for every Borel subset σ of X the mapping, cf. (1),
is a positive Hermitian bilinear (=positive sesquilinear) form on Ξ and
The proof relies on Markoff-Kakutani fixed point theorem.
Remark 2. If {µ ξ } ξ is as in the conclusion of Theorem 1 then
Indeed, by the Schwarz inequality applied to the mapping of (3) and then by (4) we have (apparently µ ξ = µ ξ,ξ due to (1) and (2))
2 Actually it is stated and proved there for the * -weak topology in M(X), however the proof brings over verbatim to the σ(M(X), C b (X)) topology case. As an immediate consequence we can replace inequality in condition (iii) of [11] by equality and this results in equality in (b) here (notice that due to (ii) the measures involved are positive). Also we replace norm by seminorm which is still acceptable due to our general version of Jordan-von Neumann Theorem therein. The method is flexible enough to tolerate all these changes.
For
. . } here, and for x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ R or C we hold up the notation:
A d-sequence (a n ) ∞ n=0 , a n = a n1,...,n d , is said to be (d-dimensional real) moment one if there is a positive measure µ on R d such that
Apparently there are two definitions of positive definiteness: for (a n ) 
It is commonly known that positive definiteness is sufficient for a multisequence to be a moment one but it is not necessary except the 1-dimensional real case. Our goal here is to present necessary and sufficient conditions for the moment problem to be solved. Let Ξ denotes the linear space of all d-sequences (ξ n ) |n| 0 of complex numbers which are zero but a finite number.
For
Let us set 
and
The twin result, concerning the complex moment problem is as follows 
There is a rather formal link between 2d-dimensional real moment problem and d-dimensional complex one (see, Proposition 57 in [8] ) however on the operator level, which is pretty often used in proofs, it becomes fragile. Fortunately, the proof of Theorem 4 goes the same way as that of Theorem 3 otherwise a reader may elaborate the aforesaid link for him/herself.
3. Proof of Theorem 3. Putting n = 0 in (7) we get (PD R
Define on Ξ a seminorm p by
and by · , − p the related semi-inner product. 
The set Ξ is apparently a linear subspace of Ξ and so is Ξ df = Ξ/∆. Moreover, Ξ is a unitary space, the mapping
is well defined and becomes a unitary operator between Ξ and D If M is defined by means of all µ ξ , ξ ∈ Ξ, determined by (7) and (8), then there is a matter of direct verification to check that all the assumptions of Theorem 3 are fulfilled; in particular M is non empty (notice that (8) with ξ = 0 forces the measures µ ξ to be positive). Now it is a right time to make use of Theorem 1. However, before doing this notice that M is already a convex set. So we have got a family {µ ξ } ξ of positive measure such that
and (3) as well as (4) hold true. In particular, sesquilinearity in condition (3) of Theorem 1 supported by Remark 2 allows us to define the family {µ f } f ∈D by µ f df = µ h(ξ) which is a well defined measure as long as ξ ∈ h −1 (f ) =ξ ∈ Ξ, cf.
Remark 5

4
. This brings us back to the Hilbert space H with (3) to be satisfied after replacing ξ, η by f, g and the semi-norm in (4) to be the norm of H. Now by standard means we extend µ f,g to the whole of H and find a semispectral measure F in H such that
With the shorthand notation (5) in mind define the operators A i with domain
The operators A i are symmetric, D is invariant for each of them and they commute pointwise on D. With A
Due to (10) , after all those identifications, we can say for any f ∈ D there is a net {µ
Let E be a spectral measure which the Naimark dilation of F living presumable in a larger space K and let B i be defined as 
which means that f is in the domain of B i . Now according to the definition of M we have, by 2 o of Lemma 6,
as well as
All this gives us A i ⊂ B i for i = 1, . . . , d, cf. [15, §5] . Now, because D is invariant for every A n it is so also for B n . Thus, due to (11), using multiplicativity properties of spectral integrals (see, Theorem 4, p. 135 4 The reason we have had to make the quotient operation at this stage is not because the proof would not work. It is grounded upon incomparably deeper circumstances. For the 1-dimensional real case people pretty often neglect this assuming additionally that ∆ = {0}. While this does not cause too much pain (except aesthetical discomfort), in the others it may generate great loss: the would-be moment measures supported on real algebraic sets, regardless the moment problem itself is real or complex, may be out of game -those important measures are just encoded in ∆, for much more on this look at [2] and [13] . The RKHS approach shows sign of its might! in [1] ),
. Thus (a n ) n is a d-dimensional moment d-sequence according to our wish. The 'only if' part is a matter of straightforward verification.
4.
Let us prove the main ingredient of the above proof because it may be interesting and useful for itself. For a topological space X denote by C c (X) the space of all continuous complex functions with compact support.
Lemma 6. Let X be a locally compact Polish space. If φ is a continuous complex function on X, {µ α } α is a net in M 1 (X) and µ is a positive measure. Consider the limit
1 o If (13) holds for every ϕ ∈ C c (X) and X φ dµ α c uniformly in α then
Proof. Consider a sequence (ϕ k ) k ∈ C c (X) such that 0 ϕ k ր 1 pointwise. Then the sequence {supp ϕ k } k of compact sets nests X.
Taking the limit passage of the left hand side of
first in α then in k we come up to 1 o . For 2 o take ϕ k (z) = 1 and write
The second term plays the most sensitive role so let us treat it as follows. By the theorem of Prokhorov ( [6] , theorem 6.7, p.47 or [10] , p. 121) for a given ε there is a compact subset K of X such that µ α (X \ K) < ε for any α. Now, pick up k 0 so that ϕ k = 1 on K for k > k 0 and write
Notice the evaluation holds for all α's uniformly in k > k 0 . Because of this we can start with evaluating the forth term going beyond k 0 , if necessary, and being backed by the Schwarz inequality
and 1 o , then fixing k in the third make this, fix α in the first and finally take the advantage of the evaluation for the second.
5.
We admit that the machinery we have used is pretty heavy. This is so because we have patterned our proof on the content of [11] and that concerns operators. We may have a hope it can be done in more direct way and this may be a kind of challenge.
At first glance it looks like our result is of different nature than of [9] . Instead of solving all the truncated moment problems coming from a given multisequence, as required in [9] , we confine ourselves to the (family of) the very initial truncations. As both approaches provide us with necessary and sufficient conditions they stimulate a question of comparing their usefulness. If one agrees a truncated moment problem should be solved in finitely supported measures to make things easier, our truncations lead to algebraic conditions of order at most 2; however there is a family of them to be solved, all of them subject to the constrains of the type (8) . We count on the invitation to be accepted.
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